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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
Dear Rema Marketing Member
Approximately 1 year ago Pop singer Katy Perry caused an uproar of controversy at
the Grammy Awards when the singer performed a Satanic-themed rendition of her
number-one single, "Dark Horse." Many may be surprised to find out that Perry was
once an aspiring Gospel singer who wanted to be the "next Amy Grant."
Katy Perry has become a superstar since the release of her 2008 number-one
single "I Kissed a Girl" from the album "One of the Boys." Perry would then cement
her name as one of Pop music's biggest stars, with multiple number-one albums
and singles that have dominated the charts and airwaves. Despite all the glamor
and success Perry has achieved, her start in the music business began in her
church.
Perry was born in a Christian home under Pentecostal parents who also served as pastors and founded the Keith
Hudson Ministries. As a child growing up, she attended religious camps for church and grew up listening gospel
music only. Her parents discouraged her from listening to secular music and was forbidden to become engaged
with worldly things.
Going by her real name "Katy Hudson," Perry released her first self-titled album as a contemporary Christian artist.
"I realized what my calling was at a young age...I sort of felt it in my bones. But God will use a willing vessel and
there isn't an age limit on being a willing vessel," said Perry, then known as Katy Hudson. However, when Perry did
not find success as a Christian artist, she branched out to secular music and was signed on to Capitol Music
Group. Her debut as Katy Perry was an instant success and she has continued to advance her career. In the
process of reestablishing herself as a pop star, Perry turned away from her religious views. "I don't believe in a
heaven or a hell or an old man sitting on a throne," said Perry in an issue of Marie Claire. "I believe in a higher
power bigger than me because that keeps me accountable."
Perry has even turned from the Conservative ways of her parents, and has become an activist for LGBT rights. Her
support for President Obama garnered her to sing at the inauguration, which she forbade her parents to go
because of their Republican stance. "My parents are Republicans, and I'm not," she also told Marie Claire. "They
didn't vote for Obama, but when I was asked to sing at the inauguration, they were like, 'We can come.' And I was
like, 'No, you can't."
The now-secular pop star can be labeled in the league of Miley Cyrus
as devout Christians turning away from their faith in exchange for fame.
Cyrus, who was once a considered a role model for young girls and
reciting Ephesians 6:10-11 as her favorite passage in the Bible, is now
known for her provocative twerking dance moves. Three secular
albums, nine number-one singles and a divorce later, Perry claims that
she is not a Christian and no longer believes in God but rather in a
higher power.
"I believe in a lot of astrology. I believe in aliens. . . . I look up into the stars and I imagine: How self-important are we to think
that we are the only life-form?"

This edition of the Global Watch Weekly examines her performance at the half time Super Bowl show and shows
some interesting insights into the symbolisms present and why they provide conclusive evidence that the annual
Super Bowl half time shows are nothing more than an Illuminati global show case.
Enjoy, Rema Marketing
www.globalwatchweekly.com

SUPER BOWL CHANNEL
SUPER BOWL: AN ILLUMINATI CHANNEL

“faith” is like today:

“When I was daily with you in the temple, ye stretched forth
no hands against me: but this is your hour, and the power of
darkness.” Luke 22:53 (KJV)

“I don’t believe in a heaven or a hell, or an old man sitting
on a throne. I believe in a higher power bigger than me
because that keeps me accountable,” she told Marie Claire
magazine recently. “Accountability is rare to find, especially
with people like myself, because nobody wants to tell you
something you don’t want to hear. I’m not Buddhist, I’m not
Hindu, I’m not Christian, but I still feel like I have a deep
connection with God. I pray all the time – for self-control, for
humility,” she told Marie Claire. “There’s a lot of gratitude in
it. Just saying ‘thank you’ sometimes is better than asking
for things.” source – Christian Post

In the recent years the Super Bowl, almost always
one of the highest-rated and most-watched
television broadcast on the planet, has given over
it’s famed Halftime Show to trumpet the cause of
the New World Order and the Illuminati. And as
referenced in our opening bible verse at the top of
the story, the Illuminati knows that it is “their
hour”, and they are defiantly out in the open.

Conspiracy theorists Freeman Fly and Jamie
Hanshaw have done a splendid job detailing the
entertainment industry’s addiction to these highprofile rituals through their podcasts and radio
interviews. As you’ve seen across the
entertainment industry, we are subjected to
Illuminati rituals on a regular basis with MTV’s
Video Music Awards, Grammy performances (like
Katy Perry’s Dark Horse performance), or just run
of the mill music videos

Two years ago, you had Beyonce flashing the
Illuminati Triangle Sign during Super Bowl XLVII,
the year before that you had Madonna as a New
Age goddess gyrating on a satanic throne, and
last year had Bruno Mars shouted “Illuminati
Now!” during his performance.

The reason for these rituals is complex; but at the
most basic level it’s required for all occult magic.
The occult (e.g. OTO, Golden Dawn, Thelema,
Illuminati, etc.) practice various forms of magic
(e.g. Chaos, Black, White, etc.) in an attempt to
shape the universe according to their will. This is
why Aleister Crowley and Jay-Z espouse the
tagline of “Do What Thou Wilt”
Katy Perry has been busy pushing symbolism at
her concert shows. She is in the midst of her
This year, we had ex-Christian Katy Perry worldwide Prismatic tour which indicates she is
providing the “entertainment” for us. Perry, whom interested in pushing these hidden magick
you may recall, famously renounced her Christian symbols on a high-profile level that speaks to the
masses and therefore garners more energy
upbringing and has this to say about what her
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for the practitioners. Katy Perry has also been to
Salem and participated in the Salem Witch Walk,
going as far as to post the photos online.

The concept of the phoenix is used in many
avenues of story telling; mostly for its ability to
‘rise from the ashes’. A more occult basis is that it
represents the alchemical transformation of man;
a symbol of the inner journey that all occultists
must take in order to ascend into their final place
of a god.
This journey is represented in alchemy through
the colors of black-white-yellow-red; or through
the use of birds like the crow, swan, peacock,
pelican, and phoenix. The FINAL stage is the
phoenix, who rises from the ashes transformed
into an enlightened god, or signifying the
alchemical transformation of the “Great Work”aka the Philosopher’s Stone. This is a deeply
esoteric idea that the practitioner is no longer in
need of the physical body and its spirit is free.

RISING OF THE PHOENIX
Make no mistake that Katy Perry was meant to
perform at the 49th Super Bowl because the
venue was situated in the “University of Phoenix”
stadium in Glendale, Arizona- the Valley of the
Sun. All of these themes are important from an
occult standpoint, as the ancient pagan cultures
all worshipped sun deities in one form or another.
The phoenix bird is used to represent sun gods
with its ability to be reborn every morning.
Many will remember the presence of the Phoenix
at the 2012 Olympics opening ceremony in
London as well as the movie called The Hunger
Games Mockingjay.

This concept/bird was revered by all of the great
cultures of antiquity, Greeks, Romans, and
Egyptians. These areas are where the esoteric
knowledge of the Illuminati come from, as the
mystery schools passed it on to one another
before the practice was driven underground. This
is why we see its placement in so many works of
art in pop culture:

Katy Perry’s lyrics suggest she is going through
this sort of transformation. For instance, in Who
Am I Living For? song she has the following
lyrics:
“I can feel a phoenix inside of me As I march alone to a
different beat”

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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Further on it goes into lyrics that suggest she is
transforming into a more sinister version of
herself, a concept we see on a continual basis of
pop stars having to “sell their soul to the Devil” in
order to get a deal and become famous:
I can feel this light that’s inside of me
Growing fast into a bolt of lightning
I know one spark will shock the world, yeah yeah
So I pray for a favour like Esther
I need your strength to handle the pressure
I know there will be sacrifice
But that’s the price
It’s never easy to be chosen, never easy to be called
Standing on the frontline when the bombs start to fall
I can see the heavens but I still hear the flames
Calling out my name

Was 27 surviving my return of Saturn, A long vacation
didn’t sound so bad, Was full of secrets locked up tight like
iron mountain, Running on empty so out of gas

THE CULT OF SATURN
Returning from Saturn is the astrological concept
of Saturn making an orbit around the Sun, which
goes into the idea that what doesn’t kill you
makes you stronger, but in the realm of
conspiracy theories it represents a far darker
force.
The background of Saturn worship goes back to
600 BC with Greek poet Hesiod’s ‘Works and
Days’ where he discusses the various ages of
man. One of the ages was referred to as the
Golden Age. The Golden Age was referenced in
several prominent ancient cultures, similar to how
the cultures would adopt each other’s gods and
rename them.

Notice that she references lightning, which is a
classic symbol for Satan, who “fell like lightning”
from the Heavens and we see it often depicted
with lightning bolts like Hitler’s S.S. soldiers, or
even in the Church of Satan:
You’ll also see she is praying to Esther who is the
same person Madonna said she’d like to be
named after, due to her Kabbalah beliefs. The
name of Esther derives from the word ‘star’, and
Madonna sought to capture the essence of the
energy of that name.
I find it ironic that Katy says she is praying to
Esther for strength, meanwhile she is cozying up
to Madonna in S&M photos in magazines (you’ll
see more on that a bit later). You’ll also notice
she’s praying to Esther to handle the pressures
of the “sacrifice.” As you’ll see later, this is
another important concept, as many musicians
are led to conduct a blood sacrifice in order to
make this Faustian bargain.
She goes on to say things like “Heavy is the head
that wears the crown” which is no doubt a
reference to the problems that go along with
trading your soul for fame.
Another example of Katy referring to her
transformation is when she was talking about her
‘return from Saturn‘ in her song, By the Grace of
God:

The ancient Romans worshipped the god
Saturnus, who was the god of agriculture and
time, and his reign was known as the time of
Golden Age of peace and harmony. The Greek
god that was the same as Saturnus was Cronus,
the youngest of the Titans. The Carthaginian god
Ba’al (or Moloch) was the same god, and
devoured children (similar to Cronus who ate
children).

www.globalwatchweekly.com
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THE MOLOCH FACTOR
Katy Perry’s performance was at a location that
was picked out precisely for its numeric
significance. The University of Phoenix stadium is
situated at the 33rd degree of latitude; a line that
crosses the planet through the Phoenician
(Phoenix=Phoenicia) city of Tyre, (a city with an
entrance adorned by the two pillars of Boaz and
Jachin), and Baghdad, Iraq; near where the
Tower of Babel was believed to exist. These
cities are rich with occult history for various
reasons, but one common thread is that they’ve
both been inhabited by pagan cultures who
sacrificed children to Moloch (the Carthaginians
and Sumerians)

after the proper ceremonies and invocations,
were dexterously hurled, alive, into the flames.

The Book of Joshua tells the tale of the Israelites
and their conquering of Canaan. They witnessed
the traditions of the Canaanites, who were
placing first born sons as sacrificial offerings in
the foundation of the buildings, in order to bring
good fortunes upon its inhabitants.
The region of Canaan would eventually transform
into Phoenicia and Carthage, in which they were
allegedly continuing this practice of child
sacrifice, with the remains found in over 20,000
urns with messages to the Gods. In the Stanford
paper on this exact subject: FROM INFANT
SACRIFICE
TO
ABC’S:
ANCIENT
PHOENICIANS AND MODERN IDENTITIES,
author Brien K. Garnand discusses pop culture
references that tie in with real life theory behind
this idea. In it, there are Isaac Asimov’s
references to Carthage in The Dead Past novel.
The Carthaginians, it seemed, worshipped
Moloch, in the form of a hollow, brazen idol with a
furnace in its belly. At times of national crisis, the
priests and the people gathered, and infants,

They were given sweetmeats just before the
crucial moment, in order that the efficacy of the
sacrifice not be ruined by displeasing cries of
panic. The drums rolled just after the moment, to
drown out the few seconds of infant shrieking.
The parents were present, presumably gratified,
for the sacrifice was pleasing to the Gods.
THE MEANING OF IMBOLC
February 1st marks the pagan event known as
Imbolc which was also the night of the recent
Kate Perry super bowl performance.
This festival marks the beginning of spring and is
placed at the halfway point between the winter
solstice and spring equinox. It was originally
based on worshipping the goddess Brighid in
Irish mythology, and is still celebrated to this day
by Wicca and Pagans. It is considered a night of
sacrifice, implying that a ritualistic human
sacrifice should be performed as an offering to
the gods and goddesses. They celebrate it
February 1-2nd, which leads us to the first
connection: Groundhog’s Day.
The groundhog is symbolic of the Earth Mother
(because it lives in the earth). We can connect
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this to the information on gods and goddesses
and we know that Semiramis (the goddess
revered as the Earth Mother) has been
hibernating (like the groundhog; both are earth
creatures with Semiramis being the Earth
Goddess). Both of these symbols hibernate over
the winter season as the people await their
arrival. The groundhog is also symbolic of rebirth
and spring, just like the goddess who will make
her official appearance on March 21st.

Imbolc is also known as a night to worship the
pagan Celtic goddess known as Brighid (the
“high one”). Imbolg is dedicated entirely to
Brighid, and like the Roman and Greek
goddesses of Minerva & Athena, she is known for
her attributes of learning and poetry (Katy Perry
is a poet after all, right?…). This is why we were
subjected to a goddess ritual on Imbolc with Katy
Perry playing the role of the goddess Brighid (aka
Minerva) and where she has also played the role
of the goddess ISIS.

Minerva is represented by the owl, and its
interesting to note that we also see the owl at the
Bohemian Grove Cremation of Care ceremony.

THE PHOENIX ALIEN INVASION
Since the “official” announcement of Katy Perry’s
performance on November 23rd, 2014, there
were signs indicating its coming occultic
potential. For instance millions saw her sporting
the All Seeing Eye of Horus in this Super Bowl
ad.

This looked very similar to her Illuminati Triad
Claw in the risque photo shoot with the queen of
Kabbalah- Madonna.

In the ‘official’ promotion of the halftime show, we
see In the promo video Katy Perry getting out of
a UFO, which wasn’t placed there by accident
either. There is a branch of occult magick started
by Kenneth Grant called the Typhonian Ordo
Templi Orientis (TOTO) which branched off of
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Crowley’s vision of the Ordo Templi Orientis. In
the TOTO, aspects of Crowley’s Thelema belief
system are present, but with a focus on
communicating with extra-terrestrials. Conspiracy
theorists claim that the entertainers are
channelling these other worldly deities during
these rituals, under orders of the Illuminati. This
is why Katy Perry was depicted as an extraterrestrial in her video for E.T. featuring Kanye
West:

Phoenix was the location of the most welldocumented instance of alien invasion. Even
though the government and media tried to
suppress it, there are thousands of quality
witnesses and streams of footage available to
substantiate this case.
Phoenix Vice-Mayor and Councilwoman Frances
Barwood brought up the UFO issue in the council
chambers and the issue was skirted and
ridiculed. The mayor said that there were no
UFOs and it never happened, and the rest of the
council wanted Barwood to drop it because they
didn’t want to deal with it. Thousands of
witnesses responded and called the city offices
and insisted they investigate the UFO. Fife
Symington, the governor of Arizona at the time,
responded to the issue by holding a public
mockery of the UFO at a press conference where
he brought out a person dressed up as an alien.
He would later regret this joke and reveal on
Larry King Live in 2007 that he actually witnessed
the Phoenix Lights UFO. So what does that tell
us about UFOs and the government’s built-in
response? They aren’t going to tell us the truth
for whatever reason they feel we can’t handle it.

We even saw Katy Perry’s blue wig get absorbed
by these entities, implying she is part of the ritual.
The invasion ended with a showing of the entire
stadium being abducted; which was a way of
showing a hijack of the minds of the fans within.
We are all part of the ritual; which is precisely
what was previously referenced about the
strategic choosing of Phoenix and the talk about
the stadium being of occult significance and
located at the 33rd degree of latitude:
A BLOOD SACRIFICE
After the Super Bowl Katy Perry did draw blood
by getting a tattoo on her finger to commemorate
the performance. She did in fact use those words
of “draw blood” on her Instagram of the event
(and the fire-flame emoji) and said that “it
sappropriate to draw blood tonight”. Why?

So there was no surprise then that the opening
ceremony of the Super Bowl began with the
depiction of an alien invasion. Now how can you
put this down to coincidence.
www.globalwatchweekly.com
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THE MASONIC CHECKERBOARD
During Dark Horse we saw the checkerboard
pattern which is a regular symbol for duality we
see quite often. This represents the power of
opposites; the Hegelian Dialectic we see on the
floor of all Freemason temples:

MYSTERY BABYLON
During her performance you would have see Katy
Perry emerge as a goddess when she came out
on top of the lion and initiating her first stage of
the Typhonian OTO ritual with the star rising.
How interesting is it
that
the
Aliester
Crowley Thoth Tarot
card deck (the most
commonly used one
today) has a card for
lust that features the
Whore
of
Babylon
riding on top of a lion:

The same symbol was seen during Perry’s Dark
Horse performance.

These are just some
examples of what could
be deciphered from the
annual staging of one
of the great publicity
events on earth. There is no doubt there will be
other hidden secrets deciphered by others as this
half time event is played back and reviewed time
and time again.
Texe Marrs’ author of Codex Magica states
regarding the importance of duality from the
Illuminati:
“Illuminism, therefore, is a system of dualism (thesis and
antithesis) which cyclically repeats as synthesis results.
Then, the conflicting forces of the duality cycle clash again,
with synthesis being achieved once more. Always the
synthesis, the temporary solution or form, is unfrozen, the
process of two competing forces reignited, and the cycle is
continued. Chaos begets order, but chaos ensues again,
followed by order, and so on. The conflict of opposites
leads finally to system equilibrium which is disturbed once
again by renewed conflict, and a new, temporary stage of
equilibrium is achieved.”

All of this is conclusive evidence that the music
industry is a chief tool that Satan, who was the
great musician in heaven, uses, to enforce his
messages and pollute the minds of the younger
generation.
And the Super Bowl has become his annual
channel. For a further understanding of the role
of freemasonry and its hidden occultic and
esoteric messages in society, please see World
Empire - Final Destination at
http://www.finaldestination666.com
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